4’ DIA. SANITARY SEWER DROP MANHOLE

PRECAST REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB TOP WITH 24” DIA. ACCESS HOLE OVER OUTLET PIPE.

POLYPROPYLENE PLASTIC STEPS AT 16” O.C. AS MFG. BY AMER. STEP CO. (ML-10) POSITION STEPS OVER OUTLET.

SEAL CASTING IN APPROVED MASTIC (CONSEAL CS 102)

PRECAST CONE TOP (OPTION)

PRECAST REINFORCED CONCRETE MANHOLE SECTIONS.

RUBBER JOINT GASKETS MANUFACTURED IN CONFORMANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF A.S.T.M. C-443 (PRESS SEAL TYPE RS)

PVC TEE WITH PRESS-SEAL BOOT AT PIPE TO MANHOLE CONNECTION

OR DUCTILE IRON TEE

PVC PIPE

PVC COUPLING CAST IN

HOLE SIZED ACCORDING TO PIPE SIZE PRESS-SEAL BOOT AT PIPE TO MANHOLE CONNECTION

PRECAST BASE WITH FILLET CAST IN

DARNALL CONCRETE PRODUCTS
CUSTOMER NAME
JOB NAME